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OTTIMIZATION MODEL SUPERVISOR INDUSTRY
IN WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT BASED

DETERMINATION OF MODEL

Hwain Syam

Abstruct: The research wos con&tcbd in tfu Indusbial Area of Makossat South Sulmnsi,
Indoncsia, with he aim of designing a model of optimization of industrial supentisors in

ryonoging a wokforce thot isbased on tlu determination of the moful. Research conrfucted lor
tfu in&lstry suTnmisot, tlv ptoblem refers lo thz methotl of rcsemch, in which: optimization
models .in aorkforce _managernent, conducted.W Coal kogramming Design Analysis for ttv
optinul solution a:nd objectizc lunction xale supemisors Likets 1or optbnb,ttion ol industrial
conformity, o|,er seoen i5trumetg with 16 indicatorc of 23 KpIs (key peifornunce
indicators). Tlv results ol tltb study indicate, tlut tlu soluhot of tln goal progrnnming lor
instrurflents: Q) tlu dctermination of analytical calaiatiorc luoe fuen highty optiii:ze,f
workloadmmagemcnt. This b aDident fton tfu obtaincd solution, that tlu indiiator eoaluation
and malysis of tlu uorkloadhas been managenble withhighly optimind; (2) tfu calottation
dctzrmining tlu needs of already highly optimized utorkfoce. Tlis b eui deflt lron ttr obtaineit
solution, that both inrlicators ol uorkfore mrnagement is highly optimized,'atthough tb need
for w-orkfore plrnning has not managed optimally: (3) tfu detnmination ol tlu calculation of
m'oilable productiotr capacity is optirnal. This is edrlcttt fiom tlu obtaircd'solution, that botil
indicators of wotkfoe, the mailability ol cotain eryipnent, aoailability of time, rnd labor
standards, hi,ghly optimized r anagenent, although in calatlating the route; leuel, tle leoel of
outtomes, effcieacy hours, arul shiff utorkhalt not mqnnged optinally; (4) the calculation of
higldy optimiud qoduct pricing. This is nident from tfu obtqined sobtt;on, that indkltor
q|t2 yrice gosting, break-aEn cost, ond, determination in rclotion to tlu mmkt price has been
highly optimired management, although tle mark-up pricing has not mrnaged optimally; (S)
dgteymination d lu ctlculation mcthod. ofutorkhas beenhighfy optimiud fhis U coi*ni lrom
llu &taincdsolalion, that unrk meo ren ent indiutorsanlmeasuremetttmtkhtsbeet mauged
optimally; (6) tfu calatlatior determining the optimal scherfuling of tfu work tlready. This is
eoifunt froru tlv obtaine d sdution, that lfu calculation ol tfu indicator funontl rnd baclaurd
ukulations hme bet mannged optinully; nnd @ tle calatlation ofiturltite utage de tentination
hosbnhigWy optinized. Thisis eddmtlrom tb obtsincdnhltion, tllst fu;ndicatu cntculations
based incentioe units me qodted cntl monagedby time already higldy optimiud.

Keyuortls: OVtimization, uwkload, ruefu, upatbs, qokrb, methotb, sclrdtling fuce ius

INTRODUCTION

Optimization of the determination of the model in managing the workforce,
calculated with reference to the deterrrination of workload analysis, detenrtining

-,
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workforce needs, determination of available producion capacity, product pricing,
determination o{ work scheduling, and determining incentive pay. Where,
Hermawan (2011: 1)ttl states the purpose of the workload analvsis to obtain
information on the efficiency and perfortrrance of the unit/organizational unit/
office holders and their use in order to improve the qualitv of work. Meanwhile,
according to Nicosimu (2010: 4)1'?1, *1s suita'rility or unsuitability oI inter-output,
became the basis for decision making on worKorce, which by Wrestiandi (2004:
2)31 is considered as a process oI identifying, calcuJating optimal and conclusions
of the work unit and the type and amount average unit requirea ty tfre workforce
in completing the work.

The calculation deterrdning workforce requfuem€nts intended Nicosimu (2010:
5)la to deteru' e how much of the required wo-rkforce. pratama (T08: 1)r.r describes
four steps- in calculating the amount of workforce needs, namely: (1) retrieving
data/conduct researh on the amount of workload per day, for eiample in a dai
on average do_th9 Job; (4 data collection/or research on what jobs are performei
each sectioni (3) data collection/research to calculate the time needed ti complete
a series of jobs in one piece; and (4) perfomr calculations with forurulas. lthie
Jappy- (2008: 38-39)lsl outlines two key points in deterndning the amount of the
workforce, namelv: (l) analysis of worktoad include: sales foricasting, rheduling
work time, and the detennination of the amo,nt of workforce thaiis needed t6
make one unit of goods. The resu]rs of this analysis will be the basis for detemrining
the amount of workrorce needed to carr,' out the work load at a particular period]
and (2) a workforce analysis to calculata the actual amo,nt of w:orkforce tirat can
be availehle at a particular period. It is made considering all the available workforce
that can fully worl in accordance with the procedures slecified time due to various
reasoru, such as: absent, release, retiremmt, and so on-.

Calculations determining the avail,able production capacitv is intended to
predict the capacry of prcductigl. Capacity is defined Murray (20i2: r)r"r the ability
of an object, whether it is a machine, work centet or workforce to produce outprit
for a certain period of time, which co,Id be an hour, a day, and otliers. I,roducdon
capacity by Hot (1999:1)171, is the measurement of output (production)
manulacturing for a specific time period. According Nicosiiru liOfO: Sya, n 

"number of workforce and the availability of certain e{uipment, coupled with the
availability of tinre labor standards can pred.ict the ina-usLy s proauiaon capacity
available. ln additioo Garside and Heather (2012: 1)trt smphasize the need to'lnoi
the capacitl' that is available on the production facilities ind the main supplier, as
it is yery important to venfy that the production pl,an can be delivered6n time.
Spinler and Huduemreier (2006: 919)lrl 6fu6 6lsrrre jincreased flenibilitv to respond
to uncertain market conditions and enable a superior capaciW planning for early
inforrration on future demand. It is also supported ty Santarin lZOt)7: O;e;uo 1Lu1
in his research have presented two sets of results reLated to the problem solution
capacity facilities great location.
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While working standard measurements obtained through work, according
Nicosimu (2010; 5)t21, is one element in determining the cost price and selling price.
The success of product pricing will determine the viability of the industry. For
this, Nip-Nip (2010: 1)ttrt do the two approaches: (1) the cost approadr, which is
cost plus pricing, mark-plus pdcin& break-even and pricing; and (2) the market
approach or competition. If the evaluation is being carried out and an assessmmt
of several different methods, as confirmed Nicosimu (2010: 5)lrl, the standard work
can provide a basis for comparison economies over these methods.

While the determination of the method of work, leading to labor and
emPloltlent. The first, Gill (2011: 1)l"l using the MOST (monngeinl opemtio,t
sequencing technique) work measurement svstems, as Accenture managerial
operation sequencing technique to achieve high performance. Secondlv, Ansari
and Garg (2012: l)trll dgyglop standard work, in which to evaluate, compare, and
improve workforre productivif; and determine how mudr the average hourly
worKorce needed to ptoduce one unit of output is desired for a workforce trained
in nonnal operating conditions. The third, Chen and McGiruris (2007:2mt1q uses
DEA (Data Enaelopnent Analysis) in the assessmmt of our operating performance
as one of the methods developed in the theory of production and applied b5,
researchers to shrdy the industry group.

One data input for all rheduling system, according Nicosimu (2010: S)ta, is
the estirnated time for work activities. The time estimates are usually derived from
the measurement of work. The assumptions used Noerbiant (2010: 3-4)ttst ;1 91"
calculation are: (1) industry/company only has one initial event and a temrinal
event; (2) the fastest time o{ the initial evmt is a day-to-zero; and (3) no later than
the time of the terrrinal evmt is TL (latest event occurrence time, which is the
slowest time of the event) = TE (eiuliest event occurrmce time, the fastest time of
the event) for this event. ln the meantime, Zaha{.abeza et al. (2008: 70E)t16t
intsoduces a risk-based optimization method lor scheduling work. The method
uses risk mitigation and optimal control techniques to minimize variables, such as
duration of employment or estimated costs at completion. Reduce the impact of
risk mitigation actions that can affect the system. A model predictive contsol
approadr is used to determine a series of ndtigation measures that will be executed
and the time at which they were taken. While Quadt and Kuhn (2007: 685)trz
presents a taxonomy for procedure scheduling flenble flow line scheduling of the
scope of work. Flexible flow lines are flow lines with paraltrel machines at some or
all stages of production. Taxonomic groups in accordance with the procedures
common solution approacl. It distinguishes optimal and heuristic procedures.
Heuristic procedure is divided into a holistic approach and decomposition. While
a holistic approach considering the complete problem in an integiated scheduling,
decomposition approadr divides the problems retrated to the production stage,
individual work or sub-probhms to be solved. Coverage of other work scheduling,
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production scheduling is studied toukil el al. (2007: 709)t1!t e711ft a multi-purpose,
which is considered simultaneously, among the average completion time,
maximum delav, the delay means. The study was based on a real case study in the
indusbry. hoposed a multi-purpose simulated annealing to tackle this problem
and propose to the runager over the estimate of the set of efficimt schedules.

For fapp,v (2008: rl2)lsl yyag" incentive is intmded to encourage the workforce
to work more productively. Vikhrnd (2009: 2)trel 6snqiders the wage incentive is
intended to provide a different wage or salary. So trvo people have a workforce
that same position could receive diflerent wages due to different performance.
Nicosimu (2010: 5)l"l ensure the workforce will receive incentives and higher wages
if it can reach or exceed a certain output. Standard usablity work in this regard is
the deternrination of wage rates based on the standard of work at 100 %. Therefore,
the Dance (2010: 1)lrt 5gggests to establish corrrrunication focuses on the notion
that incentive pay is for the results above and beyond norrnal expectatiors.

Referring to the above background and the rope of discussion on optimizing
workforce management is performed using the analysis of the design goal
progranming in particular the study aims to design optimization models in the
industry supervisor workforce rranagemmt &at is based on the determination of
managemmt models.

RESEARCH METHOD

1. Locations and Reeeardr Time
Location of the study conducted in Makassar Industrial Area (KIITIA). trlakassar,
South Sulawesi, Indonesia with consideratiorg that the location is easy to find
vadous types of industries and are also concentrated in the bonded area. While
during the study period of 6 months, ie December 2013 - May 2074 and the test
irutrument for a month.

2 Population and Sample

To define a sample of the population of industrial supervisors, we need a more
complex sample design, which by Morissan Q072: 131-1.32)1211 called multi-stage
cluster sample, with the following stages: (1) selecting a sample of 219 types of
business/ production; (2) make a list of industrial categories [Domestic Investmmt
(DCI), Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), StateOwned Enterprises (SOEs), and
indusby-managed (Non-Facility)l and the category designation (sheltet dothing,
foo{ etc.); (3) selecting a sample based on its category. Industrial category selected,
is non-facility category by category designation is the category board.
Consideratioo are: a) approaddng the 6eld of basic scimce researcheri and b)
the work allegedly done workforce, which is optimized by industry supereisors
are manual handling worl in addition to work with the machine; (4) make a list
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of the entire industry sample, which was devoted to produce (in which the work
is conc€ntrated workforce) a6 many as 16 industries; md (5) selecting the sample
was selected. Of the 16 industries non-facility/board to be selected for the sample
of supervisoE, but only one was selected industries, n.rmely the industry PT.
Sekishin Farina Indonesian Wood.

Thns, the sanple deterrnined in accordance with industrv supervisors who work
on industry worklorce is, as the sample is satuated, which according Ilsanuddin
(2008: 5)lzl, is a sampling technique used wh€n all membe$ of the population as a
sample. The industrial supervisor sample set (and also for his willingness), is
Production lUanager (whidr employs a worKorce) and HRD/PR Manager (who
prepared workforce resources) . Supervisor of the industry, will further assessed the
suitability of the optimization aspects of workforce rvmagement.

3. Instn ments Research

The details of the instmment with the indicators/KPls are used for industrial
superrrisors, as shown in Table 1, which includes supervisors in managing a
workforce optimization based on the determination of the model.

Table 1

Optimizing the determination of the model in managing the worKorte

Variable/Irctrumenb lndicntot
Details Codc

Number
of KPls

1. Determination of
workload analysis

2 DeErudnation
worKorce needs

3. Determination of
production capacity
available

4. Determination of the
price of the product

5. Debrmination of
work metrods

6. Determination of
work rheduling

7. DeErmination of
incentive pay

1) Evaluation of performance
2) Workload analysis
1) The number of worKorce
2) Plan worKorce needs
1) The number of worKorce, availability

of equipment
2) The level of the router, the output,

efficiency hours, and shift work
1) Determination of the cost price plus
2) kermination of price mark-ups
3) Daermination of cost break+vm
4) kermination in rclation to the

market price
1) Measurcmmt of work
2) Measurem€nt of work
1) Calculation of forward
2) Countdown
1) The calculation of incentive based

units produced
2) The calculation of time{ased

incentives

PC2

PP1

PP2
PP3
PP4

wA1
w42
WN1
wN2
rc1

wM1
wM2
WS1
ws2
wt1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4
1

1

1

J

3

a
wt2

Total
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4. Goal Prcgramming Design Analysis

In this design, the suitability values obtained from industry supervisors based
Iikers Scale (with range 1-5), and then analyzed in the management workforce
optimJzatiron models are based on the detemdnation of the model, using Goal
hogramming Analysis of LiIS-e Program (Lirtelr Prcgranotritrg Using tlu Etcel),
which is done by following the steps and nethods of solutioo as suggested Siregar
(2011: 3-4)tat, 6s 16116r it.

The steps, namely: (1) determining the decision variables, ie parameters that
influence the decision; (2) formulation of the o$ective function; (3) develop
mathematical equations for its intended purpose. Each obiective function is
described as a function of the decision variables. The gi = fi(x), fi(x) = function of
the decision variables on the obiectives to (i). Eac-h function has a right-hand and
left-hand side. Price (di-) indicates the rugnihrde of the negative deviation fi(x) of
bi, while the value (di+) indicates the value of a positive deviation. With fi(x) +
di- di + : bi wherc i= 7,2,3,... m; (4) selecting the absolute goat na:nely the goal
to be met and establish priorities set as a function of achievement; (5) to set goals
at the appropriate Ievel of priority; (6) simplifies the model. This step is perfomred
to obtain a model that is su.fficimtly large, so that the model can represent all
purposes; and (7) prepare the achievemmt ftinction.

While the method of solving the problerr, by: (1) a graphical method used to
solve multi-otiective problem with two variables. Completion of the graphicat
method: a) describe the function of the consEainb on the areas of work, in order
to obtain the area that meet the constraints; and b) in order to minimize the variables
deviational desired goals achieved by shifting the function or line formed by the
deviational variable region that satisfies the constraintsi and (2) method of the
simplex algoritlur; used to solve the problem using the decision variables more
than two. Completion method, are: a) to form the initial simplex table; b) select the
key coluum (pivot column), where Cj-Zj has the largest negative value; c) selecting
rows based on the bi/aij with the smallest ratio, where bi is the value of the right
side of each equation. The key line is called the pivot row; d) looking for a canonical
system, ie a system in which the value of the pivot element is L and other elements
zero pivot row by multiplying by -1, then add it to all the elements in the first row.
Thus, the first iteration of the simplex table is obtained; and e) examination of
opti:maliw, whidr is to see whether a solution is feasible or not. Solution is feasible
if the variable is positive or zero.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Res tg

Distritrmtion for setting instnrmmts workload analysis, analysis of the calculation
results is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Analysis of the calculation results of the workload analysis
seftiqg instrum€nts
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From the tesulb shown in Figure 1, that if the higher coefficients of each
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Whilesettinginstrumentsworkfolceneeds'analvsisofthecalculationresults
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Analysis of the results of the calculation setting instruments workforte needs
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From the results shown in Figure 2, that ;t the higher coefficients of each
indicator on the irutrument identifying the needs of the worKorce, then the solution
is given also firrther optimized, so that the objective function or goal prograur:ning
qan al-so !e .achieyed with highly optimized. fhe goal progranrnring sJlution Ioi
the calculation of the irutnrment identifying the needsbf the workf6rce with two
indicators of the two KPI, has a solution to 1-.097561indicator WN1 ,number of
worKorce' and 0.878(X9 for the indicator solution WN2 ,plan worKorce needs,,
and has the purpose or goal firnction programming at Z j9. 

This means, that for
the deternination of the calculation has b"m highly optimized workforce needs.
This is evident from the ottained solution, urit bottr indicators of workforce
management is highly optimized, although the need for worKorce plaming has
not uunaged optimally.

As for the instn:^ents available production capacity determinatiorL ana-lysis
of the calculation results is shown iniigure 3.

Figure 3. Analysis of the calculation re6ults of the ddermination of the
instruments available production capacity
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proFamming functions lot Z = 9. This means, that for the calculation of the
determination of the available production capacity is optimal This is evident from
the ottained solution, both indicators of workforce, the availatrility of certain
equipnrent, availability of time, and labor standards, highly optimized
managenent, although in calculating the router level. the level of outcomes,
efficimcv hours, and shift work have not managed optimaly.

For product pricing instrument+ analysis of the calculation tesults is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Analysis of the calculation results of product pricing instruments

From the results shown in Figure 4 that if the higher coefficients of each
indi<ator on the insrument product pricing then the solition is given also furtherot$*u9: * fut the o!:ective function or goal programming cai also be achieved
wrth lugh-lv optimized. The solution of goal_ programming to product pricing
calculation instrument with four indicatois of io'i xpls hai a solution t.C/tss*
for each. indicator PPl 'costing price plus,; pp3 ,costing the break-evm,; and pp4
'determination in relation to the market price'; while tie solution 0.g35165 to the
indicator PP2 'prlingmark-up,, as well as-having the pu{rooe or goal prograrnrdnq
functions for Z = 19. This means, that for dle catcilatio; oif,igfuy 6ptiiir& ;;;ipricing. This is evidmt from the otrtained sofutio+ that indiiat& frus p"ice tosti"f
break-evm cost, and determination in relation to the nrartet price trai b""" LigH;
optinized rnanagemmt, although the mark-up priing has noi nranaged opddXi.
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From the results shown in Figure 5, that if the higher coefficients of each
indicator on the irutrummt detemdning the workload anarysis, the solutions
provided a.lso furtJrer optimized, so that the objective function or goal programming
can also be achievedwith higlrry optimized. The solution of the fod pro[ru,,,",i"[
instrument for the determination of the calculation workloaa-anavsii*itr, t 

"Xindicators of the five KPI, the overall solution has 1, which is an iridicator wMt
'work measurement' and l4/lr{2 ,performance 

measurement,, and has the purpose
or goal progranrming functioru for Z = 23. This means that, for the dete. rrrtioo
of the calorlation method of work has been highly optimized. This is evident from
the otrtained solutio& that work measuremen-t indicitors and measurement work
has been managed optimally.

Further work scheduling for the deternrination of the instrument, the analysis
results of the calculations is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5: Analysis of the calculation results of the detEmination of fhe

figure 5: Analysis o{ the calculation r€sults of the working methods of
setting instmments
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From the results shown in Figure O that if the higher coefficients of each
indicator on the instrummt determining the scheduling of work, then the solution
is given also further optimized so that the objective fimction or goal programming
can also be achieved with highly optimized. The solution of the goal progratrudng
for rheduling work setting instnDrents calculations with two indicators of the
two KPI, overall solution has 1, which is an indicator WS1 'forward calculation'
and WS2 'countdown', as well as having the purpose or goal programming
firnctions for Z = 8. This means, that for the calcul,ation of the determination of the
optirul scheduling of the work aheady. This is evidmt from the obtained solution,
that the calculation of the indicator forward and backward calculations have been
managed optimally.

While the determination oI incentive pay for instrummts, analysis of the
calculation results is shown in Figure 7.

Figure z Analysis 
",iff:l*S#mf"" th€ det€(mination of
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From the results o( which are also shown in Figure 7, that if the higher
coefficients of each inrlicator on the instnrment determining incentive pay, Ihen
the solution is given also further optimized, so that the o[dtive function 

"or 
goal

prograruning can also be achieved with highly optirrized. The solution oithe
goal programming instnrment for the determination of incentive pay call-ulations
with two indicators of the six KPIs, the overall solution has 1, which is an indicator
WI1 'calculations based on units produced incentives, and WI2 ,incentive
calculations based on time', and has the pu4rose or goal programming function at
Z = '25. Tltis means, that for the calcul,ation of incentive wage determination has
bem highly optimized. This is evidmt from the obtained solution, that the indicator
calculations based incmtive units are produced and managed by time already
highl,v optimized.
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2 Diecussion

There are seven instruments of the optimization model of the determination o{ the
model discussed in workforce management with analysis of the design goal
progranming as follows.

a. Dirussion of results above goal programming optimization models in a
model of determination of the suitability of workforce management
workload analysis

Based on the trnalvsis of the results in Figure 1 with the gotrl progranrming
solution of the ianalysis, the obtained results are highly optimized for the
deterrdnation of analytical instruments workload calculation with trivo indicators
of two KPIs, which in this discussion, the researchers of the highest sort of
optimization and compliance. This is evidmt from the obrtained solutioo in which
the indicator WA1 (performance evaluation) management is optimal where the
industrial supervisor in determining the workload analyiis based on his
performance evaluation sample of sixty minus sixty-five, sixty'firrther suMivided
thm:nultiplied by one hundred percent. Optimization of the industrial supervisor,
also in accordance with the fomrula Nicosimu (2010: 4)trt, in which the actual output
in a period divided by the specified standard output.

-. - . ?ryfu1f, ft: industry is very appropriate supervisor in detennining in.ticators
I{A2 (worktroad analysis) bv taking the example of one cubic meter 

-di\rided 
by

eight hours of work, it will otrtain the results of 0.125 workloads. In one day, a
maximtrm of seven hours of work effectively. For example, the indurtry g"r,"rit"t
four cubic meters for the,equivalent of four workforce thit depends on tirJproduct.
So, at least for one cubic meter cubic fifteen. Optimizadon of the intustrial
supervisor, also in accordance with the fotzrula Hennawan (2m1: 2)rrt in analyzing
workloads, where the results ob,tained by the volume of work divided by thi
nunrber of hours worked. Or by Wrestiandi (2004: 2)t:t y11e regard it as a prtcess
of identifying calculating the optimum, and the conclusions of ihe Wpes and work
units,- and the average number of units of work required bv a worklorce in
completing the work.

b. Dirussion of results above goal programming optimization models in a
model o{ determination o{ the suitability of workforce managemmt needs
of workforce

Based ort the analysis of the results in Figure 2 with a solution of goal
programming analysis, the obtained results are highly optimized for the
deterndnation of the calculation instrument needs a workforie with two inrt icators
of two KPIS, which in this discussion, the researchers of the highest sort of
optinization and compliance. This is evident from the obtained solutioru in which
the indicator I4N1 (number of worKorce) management is optimal where the
supervisot in determining the needs of the industry workforce basetl on
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perfonnance evaluatioru and analysis of workload per numhr of workforce is
needed, in order to obtain the number of days in a year multiplied by the time to
finish the task of whidr is further divided by the number of working days per year
multiplied by the number of effective working seven hours per workforce.
Optimization of the supervisor, also in accordance with the fonnula ftatama (2008:
1)lrl, where the number of days in a vear multiplied by the time to finish the task of
working days a year divided by the number of hours worked multiplied by the
number of effective.

But in indicators WN2 (planning worKorce needs), needs to be managed more
optimallv- in which a solution of gotrl prograrnming ana-lysis result proved that
only reaches 0.878 rcunding. Therefore, not only the industrial supervisor should
adiust its calculations are based, on: (a) an example for the 50 woikforce that can
meet or achieve the target of 5 containers, to 200 m3/50 :4 m3/day/workforce,
assuming an average workforce resulting in a minimum e mr/day; and (b) the
main calculations for the workforce needs of the plan, is the raw material. Suppose
indysty is to obtain permission for 15,000 m3/year, the assumptions used rifers
to_the cor.mt of tithing, which is the basis of 1500 mr per mon-th divided by 12.
While a,ssuming for a total of 125 m3 per month divid;d by the plan *o.kior."
needs for 35 people, the obtained results 3.5 m., but shodd lbok at-re.formulation
Nicosimu (2010: 11-5)14 in workforce plaruring needs, where a certain Ievel of output
in the future, must be divided by the availability of labor time is clear.

c. Discussion o( tesults above goal programming optimization models in a
model of determination of the suitability oi workfotce management
available production capacity

Based on the analysis of the results in Figure 3 with a solution of goal
programming analysis, the obtained results are highly optimized for-the
determination of the calorlation of the irstrummts of producfoon capacitv available
with two indicators of two KPIS, which in this discussioru the researchers of the
highest sort of optimization and compliance. This is evident from the obrtained
solution, that indicators PC1 (number of workforce, the availability of certain
equipmmt, availabilig of time, and labor standards) managemmt is opiima! where
the industrial supenrisor in determining the productioniapacity available, very
lppropriate based optimization oI sample acquisition rate 35 + Z hous effectively.
Optimization of the industrial supervisor. also in line with Nicosimu (2010: 5;izr
that establishes the calculation based on the number of worklorce trnd the
availabilily of certain equipmmt coupled with the availability of time, and work
standards in the industry owned predicting production capacity available, which
by Garside and Heather (2012: 1)t8l is seen as a very important factor to verify, that
the production plan can be delivered on time. Where delivery of this kind, by the
indusbry supervisor studied, has the advantage, because of the insuance and
warranty terurs of legality and quality.
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However, in calculating the indicator PC2 (router levef the level of outcomes,
efficiencv hour6, and shift work) need to be managed more optimally, in which a
solution of goal programming anatysis result proved that only reaches 0.878
rounding. Therefore, supervisors should not only te based on industry evaluations
or y if it does not adrieve the desired target it is considered inefficient. For example,
to output per day than the madrine or the work of manual handling, but should
look at re-formulation of the industrjal supervisor Hot (1992: !)n in 6alorlating
the level of routers that must be multiplied by the rate of return then multiplied
again ry the efficiency of hours, and finally multiplied try per shift, where the
router level, is the time or the necessary production standards.

d. Discussion of results above goal programming optimization models in a
model of determination of the suitability of workforce management
product prices

Based on the analysis of the results in Figure 4 with a solution of goal
programndng analysis, the otrtained results are highly optimized for product
pricing calcuJation instrument with four indicators of four KPIs, which in this
discussion, the researchers of the highest sort of optimization and compliance.
This is evident {rom the obtained solutio& that indicator PPI (costing price plus)
management is optimal where the industdal supervisor in determining the price
Ior the product plus the price costing, calculated based on the plan reduced the
break-even sales divided bv sales for l,ater multiplied by one hundred percent.
Optimization of the industrial supervisot is in accordance with the formula Nip-
Nip (2010: 1)1111, in whdr the total cost coupled with its margin. In addition,
industry supewisors in determining the price of the product for the indicator
PP3 (costing break-even), calculated from fixed costs (such as salaries, etc.),
variable cost (the cost of unexpected), and profit and volume, in which: fixed
co6ts plus variable costs and reduced sales as a result of production volume.
Optimization of the industrial supervisot also still in accordance with the formul,a
Nip-Nip (2010: 2)lttl, vr1l"re the industry is said to make a profit if sales are above
the break-even point and vice versa iI the loss below the break-even point.
Similarly, industry supervisors in determining the price of the product for the
indicator PP4 (determination in relation to the market price), refers to the
preservation of the quality of the product coupled with the terms specified by
the purchaser. Optimization of the industrial supervisor, sti1l fully compatible
with the formulation of Nip-Nip (2010: 2)t1tt, by determining the price equal to
the market price level in order to compete, or can also be specilied higher or
lower than the price level in the competition.

However indicator PP2 (mark-up pricing), need to be managed more optimally,
in which a solution of goal prograrnming analysis result proved that only reaches
0.835 rounding. Therefore, not only the industrial supervisor should adjust its
calculations based on the results rather than the purchase price plus the mark-up
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itself, but should examine and recalculate the formulation of Nip-Nip (2010: 1)urt
the rnrk-up pricing whidr appropriately.

e. Discussion of resuls above goal progtamming optimization models in a
model of deternrination of the suitability of workforce management
working methods

Based on the analysis oI the results in Figure 5 with the goal programming
solution of the analysis, the obtained results are highly optimized for the
determination of the working methods of calculation instrument with two
indicators of the five KPIs, which leads to the neasurement of work and
employmmt, as well as Gill (2011: 1)1121 ever us rg the svstem in the form of MOST
work measurement to achieve high performance. Or by Ansari and Gary Q012:
1)lr3l, which develops standards of work, in which to evaluate, compare, and
improve worKorce productivity; and determine how much the average hourly
workforce needed to produce one unit of output is desired for a worklorce tsained
in nornral operating conditions. Similarlp Chen and McGinnis (2007:277)t1at 11161

uses the data in the assessment of the operational performance oI the DEA as one
of the methods developed in the thmry of production and applied by researchers
to study the industry group.

To the above, also visible from the solution obtained, that the indicator WM1
(work measurement) [urnagement is optimal, where industrial supervisor in
determining working methods for the measurement of work based on; 1) gmeral
move (displ,acement general), in which the guide rrovement a sheet of wood from
one location to another, freely through space work area; 2) controlled move (move
controlled) which refers to manual shift (workforce) to automation (machine): KD
-+ planner -+ cross cut -r a multi-rip -+ molding -+ repair -+ packing, which is
through the control of their own ways; 3) use the tool refers to: (a) the sharpness of
the blade and the conveyor (rlanner); chalk on wood that has been chosen for the
size of its length (grading); tilt angle cuts with the tolerance (cross cut); slicing left
and right side oI the timber in accordance with the orders (ripsaw); checking a
knife to get the results that square (molder); and the numbering and labels used
on the set of blades (finger joint); and (b) binding or loosening, cutting, cleaning,
measuring and writing, as well as additional activities that require mental
processes, such as reading and drecking and 4) equipmmt use, especially checking
the supporting equipment that has been prepared for each cross-cut; and
preparation of the necmsary equipmmt for repair. Optimization of the studied
industrial supewisor, also in accordance with the formula {ourth Gill (2009: 2-
4)1121, for dre measurement of the work based on the determination of the method
is working.

Similarly, industry supervisors in determining indicators WM2 (measurement
of work) is optimal managemen! which refers to the number of worKotce per
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average cost of production of actual perforrunce. Optimization of the industrial
supervisor, and also in accordance with the exact same fonrrula Ansari and Garg
(2072: l)rttt in determining the measurement of the work, in which the results
obtained by the number of worKorce divided bv the average cost perfotmance.

f. Discussion of results above goal programming optimization models in a
model of the determination of the appropriateness of the managemmt
workf orce scheduling work

Based on the analysis of the results in Figure 6 with the goal programming
solution of the analysis, the obtained results are highly optimized for the
detennination of the calculation irstrument Edleduling work with two indicatorc
of the two KPIs, which in this dirussion, the researchers of the highest sort of
optimization and compliance. This is evident from the obtained solution, that
indicator WS1 (forward calculation) management is optimat where the industrial
supervisor in performing advanced calculations are in accordance with the
movement of follow calculation based on production targets, of the work leading
to the final product. Due to the optimization of the studied industrial supervisor is
not too high level of compliance, it should examine the calculation Noerbiant (2010:

4)1151 that diectly leads to the calculation of the move from the initial event leading
to the ternrinal event, in which the goal is to calculate the fastest time of the
occurrence of events and time of commencement and completion fastest activities.

Similarly, industry supervisors in deterrrining indicators of WS2 (countdown)
managemmt is optimal. where it is appropriate that the final product when the
target has been deterrrined earlier than the l,atest of a completed iob. Due to the
optimization of the studied industrial supervisor is not too high level of coutpliance,
it should exanrine the calculation Noerbiant (2010: at)ttst that directl], leads to the
calculation of the moving of the terminal events leading to the initial event' The

goal, to calculate the slowest time of the or:currence of events and the slowest time
of commencement and completion activities.

g. Discussion of rmults above goal programming optimization models in a
model of determination of the suitability of workforce management
incentive pay

Based on the analysis of the tesr:lts in Figure 7 with a solution of goal
programming analysis, the obtained results are highly optimized for the
deterrnination of incmtive pav calculations instrument ldith two indicators of the
six KPIs, which in this discussioru the tesearchers of the highest sort of optimization
and compliance. This is evident from the otrtained solution, that indicators WI1
(calculation based incentive units produced) management is optimal where the
supervisor determines industry: fitst, l}re calculation of wages per piece
proportionally very appropriate, where wages (salaries) paid workforce b1'entire
timber producs multiplied wage rate per piece and is based on the minimum
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wage or city (MSE). Secoz4 the calculation of wages per piece taylor determined
in accordance with rates that are very dillerent for the workforce who work above
and trelow the average output, where the rating dillerence corresponding hieratrlry:
workforce -+ coordinator -+ head -+ supervisor -+ rumager. Both optimization of
the industrial supervisor, is in accordance with the fonnula Viklund (2009: 4)ret,
that the wage per piece proportional is a sl,stem most widely used in this case the
work is paid by trll products produced multiplied by the wage rate per piece, so
the wage per piece taylor, in which the system detenrtines a different rate for the
workforce who work above and below the average ouq)ut. For a worKorce that
successfully meets or exceeds the average output, then it will receive the wage per
piece larger than the work gets output below average. Thiril, t\e 66l.6rrlafi6n 6f
wages per piece group is quite in accordance with the standards for determining a
group can not be found as the calculation based on the hierarchy. Although
supendsorc studied industrial managmrmt is higlrly optimized, but compliance
is still at a considerable rate, it should, listm bmk to the formul,ation Vikh:nd
(2009: 4)rrct in calculating the wage per piece group, where I calculate this
remuneration is to set a standard for a group. Those who are above the standard
group will be paid as units produced multiplied by the rate per urrit. While working
under standard hours of work will be paid multiplied by the work rate.

As for indicators WI2 (incmtive calculations based on time), the superrrisor is
optimal in its rranagement industry, where: frsf, the calculation of premiu-rns
over time the work is very appropriate, as it is based on increased efficiency
workforce incleased in accordance with increased efficiency according to a defined
percmtage, with a period of 3 months as a trial first, then the next 6 months, until
designated as a contract workforce. Seconil, tre ptemium over the standard time
is not givel as a percmtage of the standard, but the hierarch,v and transition
probation until the coltract. TTril4 the premium over the corresponding time saved
enough b), the time labor standards and wages per hour worked effectively, which
in real terms in the industry has not bem determined. Although the uranagement
of industr,v supervisors in the calculation of the incmtive is based on time aheady
highly optimized, but compliance still at an average of 4 out of a maximum of 5,
the supervisor should examine again the forrrula industrv Viklund (2009: 4)ltel in
calculating the time-based incentives, with: 1) premium based on time saved: (a)
Halsey plan, determine the standard time and certain hourly wage. Given
percentage of the prenrium is 50% of the time saved. The reason is the lack of
proper standards of work at al} (b) the prenrium plan, which basically means the
same incentives to Ha]sey plan, but the percentage of the premium is 100% of the
time save4 and (c) Maux plan. The provision of incentives in the workforce bv
75% of the nonnal wage per hour multiplied bv the time saved; 2) the premium is
based on the time of work: (a) rowan plan, incentives based on working time; and
(b) emerson plan. To implement this incentive system, it would require an efficiency
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index table. So the incentive will increase with increased efficiency worklorce in
accordance with increased efficienry according to percentage (efficiencv index
table) that has been establishe4 and 3) the premium is based on the standard
time. In this system is givm premium of 20% of the standard.

CONCLUSION

Optimization of the industrial superrisor of worKorce uumagement that is based
on the determination of the model it was concluded that:

1. the whole of the two indicators on the instnrment determining the
workload analysis has been managed with a highly optimized ie
indicators: 1) the evaluation of work performance; and 2) analysis of the
workload;

2. contained one of the two indicators on the instrument identilying the
needs oI the workforce has been uranaged with a highly optimized, ie the
number o( workforce indicators; whereas indicators of workforce plarming
needs, not optimal in its nanagemenq

3. contained one of the two indicators on the instrument determining the
avaitrable production capacity has been managed with a highty optimized,
ie the flumber oI workforce indicators, the avai]abilitv of certain
equipmmt, availability of time, and work standards; while thl router level
indicator, level outcomes, efficiency hours, and shift work, not optimal in
its managemmt

4. contained tfuee of the fout indicators on the instrument product pricing
has been managed with a highly optimized, ie indicators: 1) the
detennination of the co6t price of the producu 2) the determination of the
cost b,reak-evmi and 3) the determination in relation to the market price;
whereas the other indicators, the indicator mark-up pricin& not optimal
in its managemmq

5. entirety of the two indicators on the instrummt the detennination of the
method of work has been managed with a highlv optirrized, ie indicators:
1) measurement of the work; and 2) measuremmt of the work;

6. entirety of the two indicators on the instrument determining the
scheduling of work has been managed with a highly optimized, ie
indicators: 1) advanced calculations; and 2) the countdown; and

7. enthety of the two indicators on the instrummt determinhg incmtive
pay has been rnanaged with a higlily optimized ie indicators: 1) the
calculation of the incentive is based on units producedi and 2) the
calcul,ation of time-based incmtives.
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